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Summary
Tangential and normal velocity profiles of the boundary
streamwise acceleration of the boundary layer. The
layer surrounding live swimming fish were determined
behavior of these variables differed significantly in the
by digital particle tracking velocimetry, DPTV. Two
boundary layer over a rigid fish. Total skin friction was
species were examined: the scup Stenotomus chrysops, a
determined. Swimming fish were found to experience
greater friction drag than the same fish stretched straight
carangiform swimmer, and the smooth dogfish Mustelus
in the flow. Nevertheless, the power necessary to overcome
canis, an anguilliform swimmer. Measurements were taken
at several locations over the surfaces of the fish and
friction drag was determined to be within previous
throughout complete undulatory cycles of their propulsive
experimentally measured power outputs.
No separation of the boundary layer was observed
motions. The Reynolds number based on length, Re, ranged
around swimming fish, suggesting negligible form drag.
from 3×103 to 3×105. In general, boundary layer profiles
Inflected boundary layers, suggestive of incipient
were found to match known laminar and turbulent profiles
separation, were observed sporadically, but appeared to be
including those of Blasius, Falkner and Skan and the law
of the wall. In still water, boundary layer profile shape
stabilized at later phases of the undulatory cycle. These
always suggested laminar flow. In flowing water, boundary
phenomena may be evidence of hydrodynamic sensing
layer profile shape suggested laminar flow at lower
and response towards the optimization of swimming
Reynolds numbers and turbulent flow at the highest
performance.
Reynolds numbers. In some cases, oscillation between
laminar and turbulent profile shapes with body phase
was observed. Local friction coefficients, boundary layer
Key words: undulatory swimming, fish, boundary layer, friction,
drag, separation, hydrodynamics, digital particle image velocimetry,
thickness and fluid velocities at the edge of the boundary
digital particle tracking velocimetry.
layer were suggestive of local oscillatory and mean

Introduction
When a body moves relative to a surrounding fluid, a
boundary layer exists very close to the body surface as a result
of the ‘no-slip condition’ and viscosity (Prandtl, 1904).
Consider an object held stationary in a uniform oncoming flow
with velocity U. The fluid in direct contact with the body
surface adheres to the surface and has zero velocity. The fluid
just above the surface is slowed by frictional forces associated
with the viscosity of the fluid. The closer the fluid is to the
surface, the more it is slowed. The result is a thin layer where
the tangential velocity, u, of the fluid increases from zero at
the body surface to a velocity close to U. This velocity at the
outer edge of the boundary layer, Ue, depends on the shape of
the body (Schetz, 1993). By definition, the boundary layer
extends from the object’s surface, y=0, to a position y=δ, where
the tangential velocity relative to the object’s surface is 0.99Ue.
The curve representing the continuous variation in tangential
velocity from y=0 to y=δ is commonly referred to as the
boundary layer profile or, more specifically, the u-profile

(Fig. 1). Normal velocity relative to the surface also varies
from zero at the body surface to some external value, Ve,
generating what is known as the v-profile (Fig. 1). A third
profile, the w-profile, usually exists in the flow over threedimensional surfaces, where w is tangential to the wall and
perpendicular to u. Note that if u, v or w is not specified, the
term ‘boundary layer profile’ generally refers to the u-profile.
The shapes of the boundary layer profiles above a particular
position on a surface depend on the shape of the body, surface
roughness, the upstream history of the boundary layer, the
surrounding flow field and Reynolds number. Flow in the
boundary layer can be laminar or turbulent, resulting in
radically different classes of profile shapes. Prandtl (1952),
Schlichting (1979) and Batchelor (1967) provide thorough
descriptions of the boundary layer concept. The behavior of a
body moving relative to a real fluid cannot be accurately
described without an understanding of the boundary layer.
Since the work of Prandtl (1904), great strides have been made
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Fig. 1. Tangential and normal velocity profiles in the boundary layer
over the surface of an object. Tangential velocities are represented by
horizontal vectors and normal velocities by vertical vectors.
Tangential velocity, u, above any given position, x, along the surface
varies from 0 to Ue, the tangential fluid velocity at the edge of the
boundary layer, with normal distance, y, from the surface. Boundary
layer thickness, δ, is defined as the normal distance between the
surface of the object and the point at which u=0.99Ue. The curve
connecting the tips of the tangential velocity vectors is known as the
u-profile. The plot of fluid velocity normal to the body surface, v, as
a function of y, displayed to the right of the diagram, demonstrates
the conventional presentation of the normal velocity profile, or
v-profile. There would be a set of velocity profiles for every position,
x, along the surface of the object in this two-dimensional example. It
is important to note that all velocities are measured with respect to a
coordinate system fixed to the body surface. Therefore, the same
basic profile shapes are obtained whether the object is held stationary
in a flow or whether the object moves through still water.

in understanding fluid forces acting on bodies. Nevertheless,
the hydrodynamics of undulatory swimming remains elusive.
Drag, thrust and power in undulatory swimming have not been
definitively determined. This is, in part, because no definitive
measurements of boundary layer flow over a swimming fish or
cetacean have been performed.
Few attempts have been made to characterize the boundary
layers of undulatory swimmers, and none has produced
boundary layer velocity profiles. Most recently, Rohr et al.
(1998b) have suggested that the relative intensity of
bioluminescence around a swimming dolphin may be linked
to the thickness of the boundary layer. In a set of earlier
investigations, Kent et al. (1961) and Allen (1961) achieved a
qualitative description of flow in the near-field and possibly the
boundary layers of fish using the Schlieren technique. The
near-field is the region of flow around the fish affected by the
presence of the fish and its swimming motions. In contrast, the
so-called far-field is the region in which the impact of the fish
has decayed essentially to nothing. While the boundary layer
can certainly be considered part of the near-field flow, to aid
in the discussion, we use the term near-field to refer to the
region dominated by the presence of the fish, but outside the
boundary layer.
The understanding of drag mechanisms in undulatory
swimming has been impeded significantly by this lack of
boundary layer data. Both form drag and friction drag on a

body depend on the nature of the boundary layer. Unlike the
drag on a rigid body, such as an airplane wing, the drag on a
swimming fish cannot be measured by simply placing a fishshaped model in a wind or water tunnel. The boundary layer
of a swimming fish is complicated by the motion of the body
and is unquestionably different from that over a rigid model.
Furthermore, since the drag- and thrust-producing mechanisms
of a swimming fish are coupled, even the use of an actively
swimming model requires indirect means to determine drag
(Barrett et al., 1999). Gray (1936) was clearly skeptical of the
extension of the so-called ‘rigid-body analogy’ to the
determination of drag on a swimming dolphin but, left with
no alternative, he used rigid-body drag as a tentative
approximation. Webb (1975) catalogues the rigid-body drag
calculations and measurements on fish that ensued, but
reiterates the warning concerning the weakness of the analogy.
The reservations of Gray (1936) were affirmed when Lighthill
(1960, 1970, 1971) published his reactive model of fish
propulsion, which predicted thrust in steady swimming to be
as much as 3–5 times greater than the theoretical rigid-body
drag. While the reactive thrust model of Lighthill (1960, 1970,
1971) is considered to overestimate thrust, it is widely believed
that the drag on a swimming fish is, indeed, greater than rigidbody drag. Weihs (1974) determined that it was possible for
fish to capitalize on this state of affairs by burst-and-coast
swimming.
Lighthill (1971), citing discussions with Q. Bone, claims
that this ‘enhanced friction drag’ may be the result of boundary
layer effects resulting from the lateral movements of the body
segments of swimming fish. The rate at which vorticity is
produced as the body surface is thrust into the surrounding
fluid is likely to be higher than the outward diffusion of
vorticity that occurs during the retreat of the body surface. The
result of this mechanism would be a boundary layer that is
thinner and of higher shear than would be expected over the
rigid body. Our fish boundary layer data substantiate this
hypothesis and reveal an additional mechanism of friction drag
enhancement – mean streamwise acceleration of the near-field
flow.
Lighthill’s (1971) prediction of enhanced friction drag
further confused the already troubled field of energetics in
undulatory locomotion. Gray (1936) and Gero (1952), among
others (Webb, 1975), made measurements that suggested that
the power required to overcome rigid-body drag for dolphins
and certain fish was greater than their muscle mass was capable
of producing. This spawned a search for mechanisms that
could reduce the drag on an undulatory swimmer to levels
below the rigid-body drag. If, as Lighthill (1971) suggested,
the drag on a swimming fish was actually several times the
rigid-body drag, the situation became even more problematic.
It was clear that Lighthill’s (1971) model over-predicted thrust,
that swimming performances had been exaggerated or that the
estimates of available muscle power were too low.
Investigators of undulatory swimming hydrodynamics and
muscle physiology have studied each of these alternatives in
an attempt to resolve the discrepancies. Thrust and power
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were estimated from velocity measurements of the wake of a
swimming mullet Chelon labrosus (Müller et al., 1997).
These investigators used techniques that were developed to
calculate thrust and minimum muscle power output in bird
and insect flight, where they were met with varied success
(Rayner, 1979a,b; Ellington, 1984; Spedding et al., 1984;
Spedding, 1986, 1987). In their preliminary work, Müller et
al. (1997) report thrust estimates even higher than the
theoretical values of Lighthill (1971). At the same time,
claims of extraordinary performances of undulatory
swimmers have been toned down somewhat (Lighthill, 1969;
Rohr et al., 1998a) and estimates of available muscle power
have been refined (Bainbridge, 1961; Webb, 1975; WeisFogh and Alexander, 1977; Fish, 1993; Rome et al., 1993;
Coughlin et al., 1996). In the light of such findings, it appears
less incumbent upon fish and cetaceans to possess
extraordinary drag-reducing secrets (Fish and Hui, 1991).
Still, the problem has not been unequivocally resolved.
Excised fish muscle driven at rates equal to those measured
in vivo has given relatively low power outputs (Rome and
Swank, 1992; Coughlin et al., 1996; Swank and Rome, 2000;
Rome et al., 2000). These studies suggest that maximum
power output measurements recorded during nonphysiological stimulation and strain are not applicable.
Despite the dearth of available boundary layer data and
Lighthill’s (1971) prediction of drag enhancement based on
theoretical thrust, theories of drag reduction by boundary layer
manipulation abound. The most notable proposed mechanisms
fall under the categories of laminar boundary layer
maintenance, turbulent drag reduction, utilization of shed
vorticity and the delay of separation. Theories of drag
reduction in undulatory swimming are reviewed and critised
in Webb (1975), Webb and Weihs (1983) and Fish and Hui
(1991). One recent experimental study using a robotic fish
claims to have substantiated drag reduction in undulatory
swimming (Barrett et al., 1999). Earlier works, on the flow
over waving plates, have also demonstrated mechanisms that
may act to reduce drag, especially form drag. Taneda and
Tomonari (1974) observed that the flow over a waving plate
with wave speed c, less than the oncoming flume speed U,
resulted in separation of flow and turbulent recirculation
regions in the wave troughs. When wave speed was increased
so that c/U⭓1, flow remained attached over the entire
plate. In some cases, boundary layer flow was completely
laminarized. In others, it oscillated between turbulent and
laminar.
Here, we present the first description of boundary layer flow
in swimming fish based on high-resolution velocity profiles.
We report the unsteady spatial distribution of boundary-layerrelated variables over the surface of swimming fish and discuss
mechanisms responsible for the observed behaviors. The
distribution of wall shear stress, determined from the boundary
layer, is used to determine the total friction drag and the
power necessary to overcome it. Theories of boundary layer
manipulation, drag reduction and friction drag enhancement
are re-examined.
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Materials and methods
Fish
Scup Stenotomus chrysops (N=9) and smooth dogfish
Mustelus canis (N=1) were caught in traps or by hook and line
in Nantucket Sound, off Woods Hole, MA, USA. The animals
were kept in 750 l tanks with a constant flow of fresh sea water
from Nantucket Sound. All fish kept longer than 2 days were
fed frozen squid biweekly. Fish were transferred to and from
their tanks in 30 l buckets or 60 l coolers. Following
experiments, fish were killed by cervical transection. The body
length, L, of scup averaged 19.5±1.8 cm (mean ± S.D.). The
dogfish measured 44.4 cm.
Swimming conditions
Scup were observed swimming both in still water and in a
flume. In still water, scup were observed swimming at
3–40 cm s−1 at water temperatures of 11 °C or 22–25 °C,
depending on the season during which the experiments were
run. In the flume, scup were observed swimming at
10–65 cm s−1 at 22–23 °C. The dogfish was observed
swimming at 20–65 cm s−1 in the flume at 22–23 °C.
In flume trials, observations from three positions along the
midline of each fish were made at one or more speeds. In scup,
the measurements were made at x=0.50L, 0.77L and 0.91L. In
dogfish, the measurements were made at x=0.44L, 0.53L and
0.69L. The majority of flume data for scup were acquired at a
swimming speed of 30 cm s−1 (18 swimming sequences). At
this speed, scup were observed to use primarily caudal fin
propulsion with infrequent strokes by their pectoral fins.
Recordings of transverse velocity showed continuous
undulatory swimming during all acquired sequences. In still
water, scup tended to swim more slowly, frequently using their
pectoral fins and gliding. Therefore, in our analysis of the
fish boundary layer, we have concentrated on the flume
experiments and the fastest of the still-water swimming
sequences. The majority of the flume data for the dogfish were
acquired at a swimming speed of 20 cm s−1 (22 swimming
sequences). Rigid-body measurements in dogfish were made at
two positions, x=0.44L and 0.69L at 20 cm s−1. The more
forward positions on the dogfish were chosen because it was
difficult to acquire sufficient data in the posterior region where
the body wave amplitude increases dramatically with position.
At positions posterior to x≈0.75L, the fish surface was captured
infrequently in the small field of view of the flow-imaging
camera. The swimming speeds of 30 cm s−1 in scup and
20 cm s−1 in dogfish were chosen because at these speeds the
fish swam steadily for long periods without tiring.
Still-water trials were performed in a large rectangular tank
(2.5 m×1.2 m×0.5 m). Water depth was 20 cm. A channel 20 cm
wide was constructed along one of the long glass walls of the
tank. The midpoint of the channel was used as the test section.
The flow-imaging camera was partially submerged in a glass
enclosure to prevent free surface optical distortion. Fish swam
deeply and slowly enough so that free surface wave effects
were negligible. Flowing-water trials were performed in a
large, recirculating, open-channel flume capable of speeds up
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to 70 cm s−1. The racing-oval-shaped flume, with straight
sections 7.6 m long, is paddle-driven by a conveyor belt
mechanism. The flume channel is 78 cm wide and 30 cm deep.
Water depth during fish swimming trials was 16 cm. The test
section used was constructed against one of the glass walls of
the flume, 20 cm wide and 80 cm long. The free surface was
eliminated using a sheet of acrylic. Honeycomb flow-through
barriers bounded the test section, confining the fish to the test
section, and damping out large-scale flow disturbances. The
barriers were 12.7 cm in streamwise length with a tube
diameter of 1.3 cm. Turbulence intensity in the test section
measured by laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) was 4–6 %
over the range of experimental flow speeds. Without the
honeycomb barriers, turbulence intensity measured 7–8 %.
Velocity measurements outside the fish boundary layer
demonstrated scatter in agreement with the measured test
section turbulence intensity. Still-water trials showed little to
no scatter in velocity outside the boundary layer. In both stilland flowing-water trials, fish swam far enough from the wall
– generally about 10 cm – that wall effects are expected to be
minimal.
Fluid flow around the fish was illuminated by a horizontal
laser sheet, 0.5 mm thick, and imaged from above with a
high-resolution digital video camera (Kodak ES 1.0,
1008 pixels×1018 pixels) (Fig. 2). The flow was seeded with
neutrally buoyant fluorescent particles, 20–40 µm in diameter
(Johns Hopkins University). Macro photographic lenses
(Nikon, Micro-Nikkor, 60 mm) were used to obtain highquality, high-magnification images of particles in the flow over
the fish surface (Fig. 3). Fields of view used with the particleimaging camera were 1–2 cm on each side. The resulting
images had a scale of 50–100 pixels mm−1. Our fish boundary
layers measured 0.5–12 mm in thickness. The laser (New Wave
Research, Nd:YAG, dual pulsed) was operated at low power
to prevent irritation to the animal and to minimize glare. The
time delay, ∆t, between laser pulses, i.e. between exposures of
the flow, was set at 2–10 ms depending on swimming speed.
The measured displacement of particles between exposures is
divided by this time to obtain particle velocities. The laser and
the particle-imaging camera were synchronized using a digital
delay triggered by every second vertical drive signal of the
camera. The vertical drive signal is a TTL pulse that signals
the moment between two exposures. When triggered, the
digital delay triggered laser 1 of the dual laser to fire ∆t/2
before, and laser 2 to fire ∆t/2 after, the next vertical drive
signal of the camera, which was ‘ignored’ by the digital delay.
The camera was operated at approximately 30 Hz, and 100
sequential images were acquired per swimming sequence.
Therefore, pairs of exposures, or image pairs, were acquired at
15 Hz, and continuous sequences of 50 pairs were acquired.
Two standard video cameras were used to obtain simultaneous
recordings of whole-body motion in lateral and dorsal views.
This allowed fish boundary layer flow to be compared with
relevant instantaneous whole-body kinematic variables.
Measurements were confined to positions on the fish where
the body surface was essentially perpendicular to the laser

High-resolution
digital video
camera

U
Dual pulsed
laser system

Fig. 2. Sketch of the experimental arrangement for digital particle
imaging velocimetry (DPTV) image pair acquisition. The illustration
depicts a still-water trial. U and the arrow represent the velocity of
the fish through the test section. In flume experiments, fish were
observed to hold station in the flow through the test section. In such
cases, U represents the flume speed, and the flume direction would
be opposite to the arrow shown.

sheet. As the angle between the laser sheet and the fish surface
deviates from 90 °, boundary layer velocity profiles are
distorted, tending to give an incorrectly low wall shear stress.
Images in which the fish surface is perpendicular to the laser
sheet are easily distinguished from images in which the surface
is at an angle to the sheet. In the former, the fish surface appears
as a sharp edge. In the latter, depending on the direction of tilt,
either the intersection of the beam and the fish surface is not
visible or the features of the fish surface beneath the sheet are
visible, dimly illuminated by reflected laser light. Only images
of the former type were used in the analysis.
In both still-water and flume trials, all three video cameras
were fixed with respect to the frame of the test section during
image acquisition. In still water, the fish swam through the test
section. They therefore swam through each camera’s field of
view at their swimming speed, U, and flow velocity outside the
fish boundary layer was nearly zero. In the flume, fish held
station in the test section without significant streamwise
motion with respect to the fields of view. The flow outside the
boundary layer of the fish therefore moved through the fields
of view at the approximate flume speed, U. Apart from the
ambient turbulence of the flume flow, the two situations are
equivalent from the standpoint of fluid dynamics. Both
techniques proved useful to the analysis of the fish boundary
layer. Still-water trials revealed actual boundary layer
development over particular fish in undisturbed flow, whereas
flume trials revealed the phase-dependent aspects of the
boundary layer at selected positions on the fish. The flume was
also used to look at boundary layer development by recording
several sequences from various streamwise positions.
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layer, Ue. Velocities measured by particle tracking confirmed
this. Ue values in both the swimming and rigid-body cases were
found to be essentially the same at x=0.44L.

Fig. 3. A double exposure showing examples of particle pairs used to
determine fluid velocities in the boundary layer around a swimming
scup. An example of a particle pair is labeled with white arrows. The
particles in the image were moving roughly from left to right. Scale
bar, 1 mm. The camera angle was as shown in Fig. 2. The body
surface of the scup appears as a sharp, bright edge in the lower half
of the image. The position on the scup shown is x=0.55L on the
midline of the fish, where L is body length. The scup was swimming
at 8.3 cm s−1 through still water, roughly to the right in the field of
view (black arrow). The body surface was moving laterally
1.7 cm s−1 in the direction away from the region of fluid shown here
in the upper portion of the image. Note that the particles closer to the
fish move a greater distance than the particles farther away from the
fish. This is because the fluid closest to the fish is most influenced by
the motion of the fish through the fluid. However, in the frame of
reference of the fish, the particles closest to the fish are moving more
slowly than the particles farther from the fish, resulting in boundary
layer profiles similar to those shown in Fig. 1. The double exposure
was constructed by simply adding successive video images. The
image was swept of approximately half of its original particles and
threshold-filtered for clarity of presentation.

Rigid-body drag
In general, the dogfish swam very close to the bottom of the
flume, and it was possible to measure the boundary layer of the
dogfish at the same streamwise position and flume speed for
both swimming and resting. Three image sequences of the
dogfish boundary layer were acquired while the dogfish
conveniently rested motionless on the bottom of the flume. The
flume speed and water temperature were 20 cm s−1 and 23 °C.
The resting data were used to determine rigid-body friction
drag for the dogfish.
It was important to confirm that the bottom boundary layer
of the test section did not affect the rigid-body measurements
significantly. LDA showed that the boundary layer of the test
section bottom was thinner than 1.5 cm. Dogfish boundary
layer data were taken between 1.2 and 1.8 cm. Flow
visualizations were therefore made outside, or at the outer edge
of, the flume bottom boundary layer, where small changes in
the height would not be expected to have a significant effect
on the flow velocities at the outer edge of the fish boundary

Digital particle tracking velocimetry
The acquisition and analysis of image pairs for digital
particle image velocimetry (DPIV) and digital particle tracking
velocimetry (DPTV) are now common practice among
engineers, chemists and a growing number of biologists. For
this reason, the details of these techniques will be left to the
numerous existing works on the subject; the reader is referred
to Adrian (1991), Willert and Gharib (1991) and Stamhuis and
Videler (1995). Here, we report the variations on the themes
of DPIV and DPTV necessary to capture and resolve the fish
boundary layer. Flow velocities around the fish were quantified
primarily by semi-automatic DPTV (Stamhuis and Videler,
1995). Particle pairs are located manually with a cursor on the
computer screen. The term ‘particle pair’ refers to the two
images of the same particle that occur in an image pair. A
particular image pair typically has tens to hundreds of particle
pairs depending on seeding density. Once the particle pairs
have been located, a computer program then determines the
centroids of the particles and calculates displacement and
velocity. Conventional DPIV and automatic particle-tracking
code were sometimes used to resolve the outermost regions of
boundary layer flow, but they often failed to resolve the flow
very close to the moving surface of the fish.
The fish surface was located using an edge-detection
algorithm developed in the study of squid locomotion
(Anderson and DeMont, 2000; Anderson et al., 2000). The
algorithm was further developed during the course of the
present work to match surface features in sequential images and
thereby calculate the precise motions of the animal surface. This
motion was conveniently described by a tangential and a normal
displacement. Deformation and rotation of the fish surface were
found to be negligible for any image pair because of the short
time separating the images and the small field of view. Trials
during which the fish rested motionless on the bottom of the
tank revealed the accuracy of this wall-tracking algorithm to be
better than 0.5 pixels. At our magnifications, this represents
10–20 µm error in displacement and, after smoothing,
negligible error in surface slope. For a typical swimming trial,
say U=20 cm s−1 and ∆t=5 ms, this translates to less than 2 %
error in the measurement of tangential flow velocity relative to
the fish surface. Average maximum error in normal velocity is
2–10 %, depending on the magnitude of the transverse body
velocity. Since wall shear stresses were determined from the
slope of the boundary layer profile near the body surface, such
errors in velocity relative to the fish surface do not affect our
calculated skin friction. Instead, these errors impact less critical
measurements, such as outer edge velocity, boundary layer
thickness and their fluctuations. In general, these variables were
large enough that errors were insignificant to negligible.
Tangential and normal velocity calculations
To construct tangential and normal velocity profiles from the
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image pairs of flow over the fish surface, the motion of
particles in the image pairs must be viewed from the reference
frame of the fish. Unless the surface can be described by a
straight line, this requires the construction of axes normal and
tangential to the fish surface for each particle. Assuming that
the velocity profiles do not change significantly over the
relatively small field of view, this method results in the desired
boundary layer profiles. The separate profiles are built up from
the normal and tangential components of velocity determined
for each particle, with respect to the fish, plotted against normal
distance of the particle from the fish surface.
Normals from particles to the fish surface were determined
through a standard minimization of the distances from the
particles to the fish surface. The radius of curvature of the fish
surface was always larger in scale than the field of view. This
ensured convergence of the minimization process. The fish
body surface was found to be fitted well by a cubic polynomial.
This was used as a means to smooth surface roughness,
reducing needless scatter in the minimization process. The
normal velocity, v, of a particle with respect to the fish was
calculated by:
y2− y1
,
v=
(1)
∆t
where ∆t is the time between laser pulses, and y1 and y2 are
the lengths of the normals for the particle in the first and second
images respectively. This simple equation can be used because,
as mentioned above, the deformation and rotation of the fish
surface was negligible over the time between images, ∆t.
The calculation of tangential velocity also began by
determining normals to the fish surface from points in the fluid
using the same distance minimization. In this case, however,
the normals were determined from the midpoint of a particle
track to the average position of the fish surface in the two
images. The slope of the average fish surface was determined
at the intersection of the normal and the average fish surface.
The slope was used to construct a unit tangent vector, t, of the
average fish surface, in a streamwise sense, with respect to
the camera pixel coordinates. That is, the vector lies in the
horizontal plane of the laser sheet, is at a tangent to the fish
surface and points roughly in the caudal direction. The velocity
of the particle, Vp, and the velocity of the fish surface, Vs, were
determined in the same coordinate system. The tangential
velocity, u, of the particle with respect to the fish was then
determined by the vector operation:
u = (Vp − Vs) · t ,

(2)

i.e. u is the component of the velocity of the particle, relative
to the fish surface, in the direction of the surface unit tangent
vector in the plane of the laser sheet. Therefore, u=0 at the fish
surface and u=Ue at the edge of the boundary layer. The normal
velocity of the particle with respect to the fish can be
determined in a similar manner, but normal velocities
calculated from equation 1 are more accurate since fish surface
averaging is sidestepped. In some instances, conventional
DPIV was used to resolve the outer boundary layer and

near-field, reducing the tedium of semi-automatic DPTV
processing. The better the seeding, the closer to the fish DPIV
could be used with confidence. DPIV nodes were treated as the
positions of virtual particles in the first image, and the locations
of correlation peaks were treated as virtual particle positions
in the second image. This use of DPIV was made only well
beyond the linear sublayer of the boundary layer and only
when particle densities allowed. The linear sublayer is the
region of the boundary layer closest to the body surface in
which the tangential velocity profile is linear. It will be shown
below that an accurate determination of velocities in the linear
sublayer is critical to the analysis of skin friction. As expected
in instances of proper seeding, cross checks of such DPIV data
by DPTV showed negligible differences in velocities
calculated in the outer regions of the boundary layer.
DPTV errors
Absolute errors in DPTV depend on camera pixel resolution,
field of view dimensions, particle shape, size, centroid analysis
and image quality. Relative errors are magnified by decreased
particle displacements, which depend on ∆t and the field of view
dimensions. We estimate average maximum DPTV errors of
tangential velocities in the linear sublayer of the fish boundary
layers to be between 5 and 15 %. This range arises from
conservative estimates of sub-pixel accuracy and particle
displacements of the order of 10 pixels. These errors tend to be
unbiased since they depend on the images of individual particles.
Therefore, if enough particle pairs are sampled in a given image
pair, the error in wall shear stress determined for that image pair
tends to be unbiased. Wall shear stress is determined from a
linear fit of the u-profile in the linear sublayer.
Increased scatter was commonly observed in our v-profile
data compared with the u-profile data. This is probably due
to DPTV errors magnified by generally shorter normal
displacements. Turbulence, wall tracking errors, variation in
the profile over the streamwise length of the field of view and
cross-stream surface curvature may also contribute to scatter
in our profiles. In still water, very little scatter was observed
in our u-profiles, especially outside the boundary layer, where
particles are nearly stationary in the field of view. This is strong
support for setting our DPTV error towards the lower end of
our estimated 5–15 % mentioned above.
Boundary layer profile analysis
Shapes of actual boundary layer profiles have been
determined over the years both theoretically using the
Navier–Stokes equations and experimentally using techniques
such as hot-wire anemometry. Prandtl’s student Blasius (1908)
determined the first boundary layer solution from the
Navier–Stokes equations. Blasius (1908) used numerical
methods to determine the velocity profiles for the simplest flow
geometry – laminar flow over a flat plate with no streamwise
pressure gradient. Blasius’ solution shows excellent agreement
with experimental data. Since Blasius, several other so-called
exact solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations have been
determined for laminar boundary layers, including accelerating
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and decelerating flows (Falkner and Skan, 1930), and for threedimensional flows (Sowerby, 1954). It is important to note
that these are solutions, not theory, and are, therefore, valid
descriptions of boundary layer behavior despite their age.
Knowledge of turbulent boundary layer profiles comes
mainly from experimental data. Time-averaged measurements
of turbulent flow over flat plates with no pressure gradient have
conveniently revealed what is known as the law of the wall
(Schlichting, 1979). When appropriately non-dimensionalized,
the tangential velocity data follow a universal profile. The
effects of streamwise pressure gradients and various
geometries on this universal profile are well documented
(Schetz, 1993). Tangential velocity, u, and distance from the
wall, y, are non-dimensionalized for the law of the wall using
the following definitions:
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(3)

,

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, τo is the wall
shear stress and ρ is the fluid density. The defined intermediate,
u*, is known as the friction velocity. Traditionally, the nondimensionalized tangential velocity, u+, is plotted as a function
of log10(y+). Fig. 4A shows the law of the wall plotted in this
manner. Two distinct curves are evident. Closest to the wall,
which can be thought of as running parallel to the u+ axis, the
profile is linear, with u+=y+. Note that, on a semi-logarithmic
plot, it does not look linear. This curve represents the linear
sublayer, which is commonly referred to as the viscous
sublayer in the analysis of turbulent boundary layers. Farther
from the wall, the profile follows a logarithmic curve. Flow is
turbulent in the logarithmic region and laminar in the linear
sublayer; a region called the transition zone separates the two.
Unlike the linear sublayer, the shape and position of the
logarithmic region of the time-averaged profile may very
significantly as a result of surface roughness and streamwise
pressure gradients (Schetz, 1993). For this reason, data in the
logarithmic region cannot be used to determine wall shear
stress on an undulating fish. The linear sublayer must be used.
Nevertheless, the general shape of the logarithmic region is
still useful for distinguishing between turbulent and laminar
profiles. Boundary layer profiles were fitted to the law of the
wall using the linear sublayer. The profile was then classified
as turbulent or laminar on the basis of the profile shape outside
the linear sublayer. For example, if the Blasius boundary layer
is plotted using the non-dimensionalization of equation 3, the
majority of the boundary layer profile follows the linear curve
and is poorly fitted by the logarithmic curve (Fig. 4B).
It should be noted here that, for turbulent boundary layers,
it is the time-averaged profile at a given streamwise position
that is described by the law of the wall. This dependence of

0
100

U = 40 cm s-1
x = 10 cm
T = 15°C
101

102

y+
Fig. 4. Tangential boundary layer profiles presented as is
conventional for the law of the wall. u+ and y+ are nondimensionalized tangential velocity and normal distance from the
body surface, respectively. The relationship between these plots and
the tangential profile defined in Fig. 1 is best illustrated in B. If the
axes of B were switched and the y+ axis were changed from a
logarithmic scale to a standard scale, the shape of the profile
represented by the circles would be essentially the same as the
tangential profile shown in Fig. 1. In other words, one can imagine
the object surface to be parallel to the u+ axis and the scaled
boundary layer tangential velocity vectors to span from the y+ axis to
the plotted curves. (A) The time averaged profile of the law of the
wall for turbulent boundary layer flow over a flat-plate with no
streamwise pressure gradient plotted in non-dimensional wall units
on a semi-logarithmic graph. (B) The tangential velocity profile of
the laminar, zero streamwise pressure gradient, flat-plate Blasius
boundary layer (open circles) scaled as for the law of the wall. The
values used for velocity, U, streamwise position, x, and temperature,
T, are within the experimental ranges of the present study.

the analysis of turbulence on sampling time is due to the
fluctuating nature of turbulent flow. If the sampling time is too
short, the instantaneous boundary layer profile could appear to
be laminar – and not necessarily Blasius-like – even if the flow
were turbulent. It is only when several instantaneous boundary
layer profiles over a particular point in a turbulent boundary
layer are drawn overlapped that the average curve drawn
through the combined profiles follows the law of the wall. Our
profiles, at most, can be considered time averages over an
effective sampling period of Ts=l/U, where l is the streamwise
dimension of the field of view and U is the swimming speed.
Ts in our experiments ranged from 0.02 to 1.0 s, much shorter
than traditional sampling periods, and led to uncertainty in the
designation of certain profiles as turbulent. Nevertheless,
several of our fish boundary layer profiles at high Reynolds
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numbers showed excellent agreement with the law of the wall.
More importantly, in the neighborhood of a particular surface
position, the shapes of u-profiles in the linear sublayer of a
turbulent boundary layer are less variable than those in the
logarithmic region. Therefore, it is safe to assume that our
measurements of wall shear stress, which are based on the
linear sublayer, are accurate.
Throughout the discussion of the measured boundary layers,
the quantity, Rex, or the ‘length Reynolds number,’ is used. Rex
is the Reynolds number based on position, x, i.e. Rex≡Ux/ν.
Rex is commonly used (Fox and McDonald, 1992) in detailed
analyses of fluid phenomena that depend on streamwise
position, such as boundary layer thickness, wall shear stress
and the transition of boundary layer flow from laminar to
turbulent. For example, the position at which laminar flow
makes the transition to turbulent flow over a flat plate does not
depend on the total length, L, of the plate. Instead, transition
tends to occur at Rex=3.5×105 to 5×105, for any flat plate or
relatively similar surface (Schlichting, 1979), regardless of L
and, subsequently, the standard Reynolds number based on
length, Re. Note that Rex at x=L is the same as Re.
Wall shear stress and friction drag
The tangential component of wall shear stress, τo, in the
plane of the laser sheet was determined using:

Cf =

Df
GρAU2

,

(6)

where ρ is the fluid density, A is the total wetted surface area
of the body and U is the relative velocity of the object through
the fluid. To obtain accurate values of friction drag and the
coefficient of friction for a swimming fish, a large number of
measurements of wall shear stress at different positions and at
different phases of the undulatory motion must be taken.
For comparative purposes, a local coefficient of friction, Cfx,
was defined as:
τo
Cfx ≡
,
(7)
GρU2
By this definition, Cf is the area average of Cfx over the fish
surface. Therefore, Cf for a given fish falls between the
maximum and minimum values of Cfx determined over the fish
body. Rough time averages of Cfx and other boundary layer
variables were determined by simply averaging these
quantities over sufficient boundary layer realizations to cover
the entire locomotory cycle.

(5)

Undulatory phase
Boundary layer data were taken on one side of the fish for
any given trial. The fish surface oscillated in the field of view
of the particle-imaging camera because of the transverse
motion of the body. We will use the term ‘crest’ to describe
the instance when the section of the fish surface in view has
moved to its full amplitude in the direction of the outwardpointing surface normal, i.e. the positive y-direction. We use
‘trough’ for the instance of full amplitude in the negative ydirection. Phase is set to 90 ° at the crest and 270 ° at the trough.
Transverse wall velocity as a function of time determined from
wall tracking was fitted with a sine function. The phase of the
body surface transverse position was determined by integrating
wall velocity or simply by subtracting 90 ° from the phase of
transverse wall velocity.
Detailed phase analysis was only applied to flume data. Stillwater trials result in a more complicated mix of phase and
position. The propulsive wave of the fish travels streamwise at
a speed slightly greater than the swimming speed, U (Gray,
1968). Since, for still water, the field of view is fixed with respect
to the bulk fluid in the tank, phase appears to change more slowly
than if observed in a flume. If the wave speed were nearly equal
to the swimming speed, almost no change in phase would be
observed. Therefore, still-water trials give information at various
phases at various positions. In contrast, flume trials give
information at one position as a function of phase.

where S is the three-dimensional function defining the body
surface of the fish, dA is the incremental area over which a
particular shear stress applies, and θ is the angle between the
body surface tangent in the laser plane and the streamwise
direction. The coefficient of friction for any object is defined as:

Results
Fish boundary layer profiles
More than 70 swimming sequences of scup and 30
sequences of dogfish were acquired, yielding hundreds of
usable image pairs for boundary layer realization. Tangential

τo = µ

∂u
∂y

冨

,

(4)

y=0

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, u=u(y) is the
tangential component of fluid velocity over the object in the
plane of the laser sheet and y is in the direction of the local
outward normal of the surface. In the linear sublayer of both
laminar and turbulent boundary layers, the value of the partial
derivative – the normal gradient of u – is constant and can be
determined by a simple linear fit. This use of experimental data
to determine wall shear stress has been termed the ‘near-wall
method’ by Österlund and Johansson (1999). Their wall shear
stresses calculated from equation 4 using hot-wire velocity
measurements show excellent agreement with theory and
concurrent measurements of shear stress by the oil-film
technique. They also determined and verified fluctuating shear
stress measurements, due to the unsteadiness of turbulent flow,
with Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) hot films.
The wall shear stress distribution, τo, over an object can be
used to calculate the total friction drag, Df, using:
⌠ ⌠
Df =   τo dAcosθ ,
⌡ ⌡
S
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and normal velocity profiles were determined for more than
270 image pairs from 36 swimming sequences with high image
quality over the full range of experimental speeds. Only one
dogfish has so far been examined, so generalizations
concerning anguilliform swimmers must be considered
tentative. Nevertheless, the quantity and consistency of the
dogfish data suggest that the conclusions regarding the
specimen observed are well founded.
Fish boundary layer profiles tended to resemble the solutions
of either Blasius or the law of the wall (Fig. 5). Profiles that
deviated from these two types often exhibited good agreement
with the Falkner–Skan solution (Fig. 6). The Falkner–Skan
solution can describe either an accelerating (Fig. 6A,B) or a
decelerating (Fig. 6C,D) boundary layer depending on the
choice of a coefficient in the Falkner–Skan differential
equations. Boundary layers are classified as accelerating or
decelerating on the basis of their u-profiles. However, in the
instantaneous profiles of a boundary layer, the evidence of
acceleration or deceleration is found in the v-profile. Negative
normal velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer
(Fig. 6B) reveals that there is a net normal flow of fluid, or
normal flux, into the boundary layer characteristic of an
accelerating boundary layer. In contrast, the Blasius solution
always shows positive normal velocity at the edge of the
boundary layer (Figs 5B, 6B) and is, therefore, a decelerating
boundary layer.
The connection between normal flux and acceleration
involves the incompressibility and continuity of water. Imagine
a constant-diameter pipe carrying water with a prescribed

y (mm)

u+

u+

y (mm)

Fig. 5. Two representative boundary layer
2
2
realizations illustrating the distinction between
laminar-like and turbulent-like boundary layers. Each
data point represents information calculated from one
1
1
particle pair of the image pairs used for the given
realizations. The first realization shown (A–C) is
from x=0.50L, where L is body length, on a scup
0
0
0
10
20
30
40
50
-20 -10
0
10
20
swimming in the flume at 42 cm s−1, Rex≈4×104. The
-1
u (cm s )
v (cm s-1)
second (D) is from x=0.53L on the dogfish
swimming in the flume at 20 cm s−1, Rex≈4×104.
30
30
(A) The u-profile of the first realization showing
C
D
agreement with a Blasius fit drawn as a solid curve.
(B) The v-profiles of the first realization and the
20
20
Blasius fit of A. (C) The u-profile of the first
realization compared with the law of the wall by
fitting the linear sublayer. The boundary layer
10
10
distinguishes itself as laminar-like, as outlined in Fig.
4. (D) The dogfish boundary layer realization
showing good agreement with the law of the wall,
0
0
distinguishing the profile as turbulent-like. Note the
100
101
102
100
101
102
slight shift in the logarithmic region. The fit exhibits
y+
y+
sharp contrast to the fit of the profile shown in C.
Rex, the length Reynolds number based on x, the
streamwise position on the body measured from the leading edge; u, tangential velocity; y, normal distance from the body surface; v, normal
velocity; u+, y+, non-dimensionalized tangential velocity and normal distance, respectively.

upstream volume input. If the pipe is tapped, so that water can
be pumped in or out, the downstream volume flow of the pipe
can be changed. Incompressibility and continuity require that
the flow speed must also change. If water is pumped in, flow
must accelerate in the pipe in the vicinity of the tap. If we pump
water out, the pipe flow decelerates.
Fish boundary layer profiles occasionally resembled
strongly decelerating Falkner–Skan profiles characterized by
highly inflected u-profiles with low wall shear stress (Fig. 6C).
The v-profiles of these realizations revealed flow out of the
boundary layer characteristic of boundary layer deceleration
(Fig. 6D). Inflected boundary layers of this type are often a
sign of incipient separation (Batchelor, 1967). No profiles
indicative of separation were observed.
Flow condition in the boundary layer
In still-water trials, boundary layer profile shapes always
suggested laminar flow. This is not entirely surprising since
Reynolds numbers, Re, were 3×103 to 6×104 lower than
the standard critical range for boundary layer transition,
Rex=3.5×105 to 5×105. Recall that, at x=L, Rex is at a maximum
and equal to Re. In flume trials, however, both laminar and
turbulent profile shapes were observed even though Reynolds
numbers did not quite reach the critical value. The critical
values for boundary layer transition assume quiet incoming
flow over smooth rigid surfaces. The ambient turbulence of the
flume, the roughness of the fish surface and the unsteadiness
of the flow over the fish might be expected to trip turbulence
at lower than critical Reynolds numbers. The boundary layer
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Fig. 6. Two representative boundary layer realizations
that are fitted well by the Falkner–Skan solution. The
first realization (A,B) is from x=0.50L, where L is body
length, on a scup swimming in the flume at 30 cm s−1,
Rex≈3×104. The second (C,D) comes from very close to
the body trailing edge of a scup swimming in still water
at 14 cm s−1 and decelerating at 10 cm s−2, Rex≈2×104.
(A) The u-profile of the first realization with a
Falkner–Skan fit drawn as a solid curve. The dashed
curve is the Blasius solution with the same wall shear
stress. (B) The v-profiles of the first realization, the
Falkner–Skan solution and the Blasius solution. (C) The
u-profile of the second realization. (D) The v-profile of
the second realization. The solid curve is the
Falkner–Skan fit. Rex, the length Reynolds number based
on x, the streamwise position on the body measured from
the leading edge; u, tangential velocity; y, distance from
the body surface; v, normal velocity.
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Fig. 7. Time-averaged local friction coefficients, Cfx, versus local
Reynolds number, Rex, on scup (ⵧ) and dogfish (夽), including the
rigid-body case of the dogfish (䊊). Cfx is plotted versus Rex because
it is known that geometrically similar objects all have the same
distribution of Cfx with Rex regardless of size, speed or fluid
environment. Plotting the local friction coefficient versus Rex is
therefore the best way to compare the distribution of friction over a
set of objects in varying conditions of size, speed and viscosity. The
data were averaged over several locomotory cycles from several
swimming sequences at the same flume speed for each species at
22–23 °C: U=20 cm s−1 for the dogfish, U=30 cm s−1 for scup. The
lines labeled ‘T’ and ‘L’ are flat plate friction for turbulent (T) and
laminar (L) boundary layer flow with no streamwise pressure
gradient. On average, each data point shown, representing a wholecycle average, represents eight boundary layer realizations for scup,
34 realizations for the swimming dogfish and eight realizations for
the rigid dogfish. Error bars are based on the maximum percentage
errors in the determination of the slope of the linear sublayer, i.e. the
wall shear stress, for the boundary layer profiles contributing to each
data point. U, swimming speed.
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over scup swimming in the flume at 30 cm s−1, Re=6×104, was
apparently always laminar over the entire body. The boundary
layer over a dogfish swimming at 63 cm s−1, Re=3×105,
measured at x=0.63L, Rex=1.9×105, appeared to be primarily
turbulent. In some cases, at Reynolds numbers between these
two values, the boundary layer apparently oscillated between
laminar and turbulent. When this was observed, turbulent
profile shapes tended to appear at the crest phase of the body
wave. The boundary layer generally returned to a laminar
shape during the crest-to-trough motion.
The rigid-body case of the dogfish revealed an interesting
effect. Flow appeared laminar at x=0.44L and turbulent at
x=0.69L. For the swimming dogfish, boundary layer flow
appeared to be laminar at x=0.44L and x=0.69L for most of
the time, with some evidence of oscillation between laminar
and turbulent flow at x=0.69L. The observation of laminar
boundary layer flow at x=0.69L during swimming suggests a
stabilization process. The same phenomenon was observed by
Taneda and Tomonari (1974) comparing the boundary layer
flow for the rigid body and various swimming cases of a
waving plate.
Local friction coefficients
Posterior to x=0.8L in scup and x=0.5L in dogfish, the timeaveraged local friction coefficients, Cfx, of both species
increase above the flat-plate laminar and turbulent values (Figs
7, 8). This increase in friction is much more dramatic in the
anguilliform swimmer. Local friction coefficients in the rigidbody case of the dogfish do not show this increase and remain
between the laminar and turbulent flat-plate values, i.e. the
friction drag on the swimming dogfish is higher than that on
the dogfish stretched straight in the flow.
In many cases, the values of Cfx, Ue and δ versus relative
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position, x/L, were observed to depend both on species and on
the sign of the transverse velocity of the fish surface (Fig. 8).
Cfx increases out of the range of flat-plate friction more
forward on the body of the dogfish than on the scup
(Fig. 8A,B). In both species, local friction oscillates in phase
with transverse body velocity (Fig. 8A,B). In the dogfish, the
time average of Ue increases with streamwise position on the
body (Fig. 8D), suggesting a mean acceleration of both the
boundary layer and the near-field flow over the fish. In the
scup, the time average of Ue is close to U for the entire region
that was measured (Fig. 8C). In both species, Ue oscillates in
phase with transverse body velocity (Fig. 8C,D) and local
friction (Fig. 8A,B), suggesting local oscillatory acceleration
and deceleration in the near-field and boundary layer. The
boundary layer thickness over the posterior region of the
dogfish, where local friction increases above flat-plate friction,
oscillates 180 ° out of phase with transverse body velocity (Fig.
8F). Oscillatory effects in Cfx, Ue and δ are more pronounced
in the anguilliform swimmer than in the carangiform swimmer.
Finally, the behavior of Cfx, Ue and δ in the rigid-body case is
opposite to that in the swimming dogfish (Fig. 8B,D,F), while
scup data show some similarity to the rigid dogfish case.
Uncertainties in Cfx, Ue and δ were determined to be
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Fig. 8. Plots of time-averaged local friction
coefficients, Cfx, normalized tangential velocity at
the edge of the boundary layer, Ue/U, and
boundary layer thickness, δ, as a function of
relative streamwise position, x/L, for the same
data presented in Fig. 7. Time averages over
periods during which the fish transverse body
velocity was positive or negative are denoted by
(䉭) and (䉮), respectively. Data from scup are
presented in A, C and E. Dogfish data are
presented in B, D and F. The rigid body case is
denoted by circles connected by dashed lines.
Turbulent and laminar flat plate friction, labeled
‘T’ and ‘L,’ are included in A and B for
comparison. On average, the data points for the
opposite directions of transverse velocity (䉭) and
(䉮) represent half as many realizations as for the
whole-cycle averages of Fig. 7. Error bars are
based on the maximum percentage errors in the
determination of the variables presented for the
boundary layer profiles contributing to each data
point.
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approximately ±31 %, ±6 % and ±21 %, respectively, with
some variation among trials depending on the quality of the
flow realizations. For example, the rigid-body case of the
dogfish has lower than average uncertainty in Cfx (±19 %) as
a result of the large number of images of the same event
acquired; i.e. many particle pairs were sampled. Uncertainties
were often greater in one direction than another. For instance,
the uncertainties in Cfx for the swimming dogfish were +42 %
and −21 %. Where appropriate, error bars are used to display
the unique uncertainties of data points.
Data from scup swimming in the flume at swimming speeds
ranging from 30 to 60 cm s−1 at a water temperature of 23.3 °C
show that, in the neighborhood of x=0.5L, Cfx falls within the
range of values expected for flat plates (Fig. 9). The effects
of transverse body surface velocity at this position are
consistently small compared with more caudal positions
(Fig. 8A). Therefore, at some positions on the fish, Rex appears
to be sufficient to predict local friction, whereas at other
positions local friction deviates from flat plate friction and
oscillates significantly. Boundary layer data from still-water
trials in scup suggest that the similarity to a flat plate may
extend over the majority of the anterior half of the fish
(Fig. 10). Boundary layer acceleration due to the finite
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Fig. 9. Time-averaged local friction coefficients, Cfx, versus length
Reynolds number, Rex, at x=0.50L, where L is body length, from
several scup swimming sequences ranging in swimming speed from
30 to 60 cm s−1. No lines are drawn connecting these data points
(diamonds) since they do not represent the distribution of
coefficients of friction along the body of a scup. The data at each Rex
represent 9–10 boundary layer realizations. Error bars are based on
the maximum percentage errors in the determination of the slope of
the linear sublayer, i.e. the wall shear stress, for the boundary layer
profiles contributing to each data point. Rex, the length Reynolds
number based on x; x, position along the body.

thickness of the scup leading edge, in contrast to a flat plate,
is the likely explanation of a spike in local friction observed
near the anterior end (Fig. 10).
Oscillatory behavior of the boundary layer
Oscillations in Cfx, Ue and δ were highly correlated to the
transverse velocity of the body surface (Fig. 8). Local friction
and Ue tend to be highest when the fish surface is moving into
the fluid and lowest when the surface is retreating from the
fluid; δ behaves in the opposite manner. A more highly resolved
picture of the relationships between Cfx, Ue, δ and Ve versus
body phase was obtained using polar phase plots for the dogfish
swimming at 20 cm s−1 (Figs 11, 12). Cfx and Ue are roughly in
phase. Boundary layer thickness is roughly 180 ° out of phase
with Cfx. Normal flux oscillates roughly 180 ° out of phase with
transverse body velocity. In addition to these previously
described trends, the phase plots reveal a clockwise procession
of maximum Cfx, Ue, δ and possibly Ve with increasing relative
position, x/L. This procession suggests that the distributions of
these variables can be characterized as waves travelling along
the body of the fish with wavelengths and speeds different from
those of the body wave. The details of these ‘distribution waves’
will be discussed below.
Oscillation of normal velocity
Not only was Ve observed to oscillate with body motion, but
sequences of normal velocity profiles in both scup and dogfish
swimming in the flume also revealed oscillation throughout the
entire profile (Fig. 13). In both species, the sign of the normal

L
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0.6

0.8

1

x/L
Fig. 10. Local friction coefficients, Cfx, representing 18 scup
boundary layer realizations compiled from five still-water trials at
swimming speeds of 10–40 cm s−1 (circles). Each point represents
data from one boundary layer realization. The lines labeled ‘T’ and
‘L’ are flat-plate friction for turbulent and laminar boundary layer
flow, respectively, with no streamwise pressure gradient. The wholecycle-averaged local friction for scup swimming at 30 cm s−1 in the
flume (Fig. 8A) is included and denoted by diamonds connected by
solid lines. Sequences displaying incipient separation, i.e. Cfx≈0,
were not included. Error bars are omitted for clarity. The uncertainty
in Cfx is ±31 %. x, position along the body; L, body length.

velocity throughout the boundary layer is 180 ° out of phase
with transverse body surface velocity, vw. As the body surface
moves into the fluid, normal velocity is negative. During
retreat, it is positive. At this short distance from the surface of
the fish, incompressibility and continuity predict that this
behavior is not simply a relative velocity effect. Furthermore,
if the effect were due strictly to relative motion, the v-profiles
would be expected to exhibit velocities equal to the transverse
wall velocity throughout the boundary layer.
Incipient separation
While no boundary layer separation was observed in the fish
studied, incipient separation was seen in six swimming
sequences. Figs 14 and 15 show examples of incipient
separation in scup in both still and flowing water. The example
from still water (Fig. 14) dramatically demonstrates the highly
inflected, low shear boundary layer profile shape of incipient
separation. Our data show that incipient separation occurs after
wall velocity, vw, becomes negative, and that friction
essentially drops to zero where the inflected profiles occur.
In the flume, a time sequence of the boundary layer behavior
was obtained that included incipient separation (Fig. 15). As
in the still-water example (Fig. 14), incipient separation occurs
close to where wall velocity, vw, becomes negative. Local
friction decreases noticeably. The time sequence suggests that
the inflected boundary layers, which occur at troughs, are
stabilized as the body phase cycles towards the subsequent
crests. In the flume, instances of inflected boundary layers were
observed twice in separate sequences of scup swimming at
30 cm s−1 and once in the dogfish swimming at 20 cm s−1.
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Fig. 11. Phase plots of local friction coefficients, Cfx, and boundary layer thickness, δ, from 10 swimming sequences of the dogfish at the same
swimming speed, U=20 cm s−1, at three streamwise positions, representing 100 boundary layer realizations. The three positions along the body
examined were, x=0.44L, 0.53L and 0.69L, where L is body length. Each phase plot presents the behavior of a particular boundary layer
variable versus body phase, φ, measured at a particular position along the fish. The crest of the body surface corresponds to φ=90 °; the trough
corresponds to φ=270 °. Time and phase increase in the counterclockwise direction, and radial distance expresses the magnitude of the
boundary layer variable plotted. The radial scaling is printed between the angular positions 60 and 90 °. A solid radius is drawn on each phase
plot to mark the phase of the maximum value of the variable displayed. Consider the plot of Cfx at x=0.69L. At φ=0 °, the body is cycling from
trough to crest, and Cfx is equal to 0.033. The highest positive transverse body velocities occur near this phase. As the phase reaches 90 °, the
body reverses direction. Cfx decreases, reaching a minimum of 0.005 near φ=150 °. At the trough, φ=270 °, friction is increasing and reaches a
maximum near φ=330 ° as the body is thrust towards the fluid. The cycle then repeats itself. The set of three plots for each variable are drawn to
the same scale so that magnitudes as well as phase relationships can be compared. For example, one can observe the mean streamwise increase
in Cfx, noting the progressive increase in area enclosed by the plotted curves. These curves are fourth-degree polynomial fits of the boundary
layer data. They are constrained to be periodic, but not sinusoidal, by equalizing function values and slopes at the beginning and end of the
cycle. This method of fitting the data allows for asymmetric phase plots.

Total skin friction and friction coefficients
Table 1 presents calculations of total body friction drag and
corresponding friction coefficients for scup (swimming) and
dogfish (swimming and rigid). The power required to overcome
friction drag is also presented. In Fig. 16, the coefficients of
friction are plotted versus Re together with flat-plate friction for
comparison. The coefficients of friction for swimming scup and
the rigid dogfish fall within the range of flat-plate friction for
laminar and turbulent flow. The coefficient of friction for the
swimming dogfish lands above this range.
Discussion
The nature of the fish boundary layer
In the most general sense, the boundary layer of swimming
fish can be characterized by streamwise trends and local

oscillations in Cfx, Ue, δ, Ve and overall profile shape.
Streamwise trends proved to be highly dependent on
swimming mode (Fig. 8). Local oscillations of boundarylayer-related variables occurred similarly in both the dogfish
and scup, although the amplitudes of oscillation were greater
in the dogfish. The data reveal that all these behaviors can
be understood from the perspective of two superimposed
fluid accelerations: mean streamwise acceleration and local
oscillatory acceleration that is correlated to the transverse
motion.
The streamwise increase of Ue in the dogfish is evidence of
mean streamwise acceleration of the near-field and boundary
layer flow. The time-averaged values of Cfx increase and of δ
decrease, as would be expected in a boundary layer under an
accelerating exterior flow. No significant mean streamwise
acceleration was observed in scup; however, the near-field flow
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Table 1. Total drag calculations based on measured wall shear stress distributions over scup Stenotomus chrysops and dogfish
Mustelus canis
M. canis
s−1)

Swimming speed, U (cm
Temperature, T (°C)
Lateral body area, A (m2)
Body length, L (cm)
Mass, M (kg)
Measured friction drag, Df (N)
Theoretical rigid-body friction drag, Dft (N)
Measured friction drag coefficient, Cf
Theoretical friction drag coefficient, Cft
Df/Dft
Df/measured rigid-body friction drag
Power required to overcome Df (mW)
Mass of red muscle per mass of fish
Mass of red muscle (kg)
Power required per mass red muscle (W kg-1)

S. chrysops

Flume, rigid body

Flume

Still water

Flume

20
22.8
0.0213
44.4
0.218
0.0033
0.0018
0.0076
0.0041
1.8
1.0
NA

20
22.8
0.0213
44.4
0.218
0.0064
0.0018
0.0146
0.0041
3.6
1.9
1.3

10
23.3
0.0206
19.5
0.166
0.0013
0.0007
0.0127
0.0068
1.9

30
23.3
0.0206
19.5
0.166
0.0067
0.0044
0.0071
0.0047
1.5

0.13

2.0
0.0209*
0.0035
0.6

*Taken from Zhang et al., 1996.
NA, not applicable.

was not observed to decelerate either. The absence of mean
acceleration over the scup follows from the tendency of
carangiform swimmers to produce the majority of their thrust at
the caudal fin. Mean streamwise acceleration is a sign of thrust
production anterior to the caudal fin. The difference between
scup and dogfish in this regard can be understood by considering
the relatively small wave amplitudes present in carangiform
swimmers. Studies of swimming performance after complete
caudal fin amputation (Breder, 1926; Gray, 1968; Webb, 1973)
show that carangiform swimmers are able to compensate
surprisingly well for the loss of fin thrust by increasing body
wave amplitude and frequency. The observed differences in
amplitude and frequency after complete amputation suggest a
change in swimming mode on the part of the fish. Mean
streamwise acceleration of the near-field might be expected to
occur over a larger portion of the body in these fish since they
have only their bodies to produce thrust in the amputated state.
However, it does not follow that carangiform swimmers actually
do use their body wave to produce a significant amount of thrust
forward of the caudal fin. When the caudal fin is amputated, one
would not expect the fish to use the same body motion to swim
as it did with the caudal fin intact. Therefore, it would be tenuous
to conclude that, since a carangiform swimmer with its caudal
fin amputated uses body-based thrust to swim, the same is true
when the tail has not been removed. Our data suggest low bodybased thrust in scup compared with caudal-fin-based thrust since
mean streamwise acceleration of the near-field fluid forward
of the peduncle, which would be the evidence of the body
producing thrust forward of the peduncle, was not observed.
In both scup and dogfish, Ue and δ were observed to oscillate
180 ° out of phase with each other. Cfx behaves as would be
expected according to the first-order approximation τo≈µUe/δ
(equation 4). This and the concurrent oscillation of the v-profile

(Fig. 13) reveal a cycle of local tangential acceleration and
deceleration of the boundary layer at any given position along
the fish. As explained above, positive and negative normal
velocity relative to the body at the edge of the boundary layer
are evidence of normal flux out of and into the boundary layer,
respectively. In general, tangential flow accelerates as the body
cycles from trough to crest, and decelerates as the body cycles
from crest to trough.
One might argue that normal flux exhibited by the v-profile
is simply the observation of relative motion due to the surfacefixed coordinate system, but that would be true only if one were
focusing on the far-field, where there is negligible impact on
the flow due to the fish. Allen (1961) apparently uses this farfield concept to explain his supposed observation of boundary
layer thickness oscillation. In contrast, the normal flux revealed
in Fig. 13 occurs at the level of the near-field and boundary
layer. Therefore, it is not merely relative fluid motion. This is
indicated by the fact that across the boundary layer, normal
velocity, v, remains well below vw in magnitude. Near the
surface of the fish this is the necessary result of the continuity
and incompressibility of water and the no-flux boundary
condition at the surface. The fact that the same is observed
at the edge of the boundary layer indicates tangential and/or
cross-stream boundary layer acceleration.
Wave-like distributions of boundary layer variables and
pressure
As mentioned above, the oscillatory behavior of Cfx, Ue, δ
and Ve with relative position along the fish suggests that the
streamwise distributions of these variables can be represented
as travelling waves moving in the same direction as the fish
body wave. The clockwise procession of maximum values in
the phase plots reveals an ever-increasing downstream shift in
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Fig. 12. Phase plots of tangential and normal velocity at the edge of the boundary layer, Ue and Ve, respectively, for the same 10 swimming
sequences of dogfish swimming (20 cm s−1) as in Fig. 11. The details of the construction of the phase plots are described in the legend of
Fig. 11. For Ve, the solid lines represent positive values, or outflow, and the dashed lines, negative values, or inflow. The increasing area
enclosed by the plots of Ue show mean streamwise acceleration as shown in Fig. 8D.

the streamwise distributions of these variables with respect
to the phase of the body travelling wave (Figs 11, 12). The
regular periodic behavior of these variables at fixed positions
on the fish reveals that these ‘distribution waves’ and the body
travelling wave have the same frequency, f. Since c=λf, the
increasing streamwise phase shift of the variable distributions
with respect to the body wave is therefore due to the
distribution waves having a longer wavelength, λ, and higher
wave speed, c, than the body travelling wave.
Wave speeds and wavelengths of the distribution waves can
be determined from the streamwise rate of procession. The
procession of local friction is approximately 30 ° as x changes
from 0.44L to 0.53L. Between x=0.53L and 0.69L, procession
is approximately 60 °. Therefore, the ratio of procession to
change in body position, i.e. the rate of procession, is roughly
constant (approximately 354 ° per body length). Thus, the
wavelength and wave speed of the streamwise distribution of
local friction are roughly constant. If the rate of procession
with streamwise position were variable, the wavelength and
wave speed would be variable. In the dogfish swimming at
20 cm s−1, the measured body wavelength, λ, was 27 cm and
body length, L, was 44.4 cm. Therefore, the rate of procession
given above translates to approximately 215 ° per body
wavelength, i.e. when the body wave travels one body
wavelength, the friction distribution travels 1.6 body

wavelengths. In other words, the friction distribution travels
1.6 times faster along the body than the body wave. Boundary
layer thickness exhibits the same rate of procession. Ue appears
to have the same rate of procession despite the larger phase
shift between x=0.44L and 0.53L. There is so little variation in
Ue at x=0.44L that it is possible that there is significant error
in the determined phase of the maximum. Finally, normal flux,
Ve, exhibits the same rate of procession between x=0.44L and
0.53L, but very little procession occurs between x=0.53L and
0.69L.
Taken together, the general procession of all four variables
(Figs 11, 12) is evidence of a travelling pressure distribution
over the fish. Boundary layer thinning, negative normal flux
and the increase in Ue can be understood as being linked to
accelerations of the boundary layer and near-field flow. These
accelerations, in turn, can be thought of as being driven, at least
in part, by pressure gradients. We assume here that maxima in
boundary layer acceleration, as shown by Cfx, Ue, δ and Ve, are
indicative of maxima in pressure gradient. Therefore, the
pressure distribution around the fish behaves like the
distributions of these variables in wavelength and wave speed.
From this assumption, the data in Figs 11 and 12 suggest that
the travelling wave of the pressure distribution and the body
wave are approximately 60 ° out of phase at x=0.44L, with
pressure lagging behind the body wave. This means that, when
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Fig. 13. Time series of normal velocity profiles, v-profiles, from scup
(A) (x=0.77L, U=30 cm s−1) and dogfish (B) (x=0.53L, U=20 cm s−1)
swimming sequences in the flume, together with transverse body
surface velocity, or wall velocity, vw. The dashed vertical lines
represent the v=0 axis for each profile and are positioned at the times
of the realizations. These times correspond to the times at which vw
was determined. Velocities within the profiles can be determined on
the basis of the velocity scale bar shown and the respective v=0 axis
– positive to the right, negative to the left (see Fig. 5B). L, body
length; U, swimming velocity; y, distance normal to the body
surface.
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surface of the caudal fin. In the same way, pressure minima shift
to positions on the forward-facing surfaces of the posterior body
and caudal fin. This orientation of pressure maxima and minima
would result in thrust production over the posterior half of the
body. On the anterior half of the body, pressure maxima occur
on the forward-facing surfaces and pressure minima occur on
the rearward-facing surfaces, as is normally the case for a nonthrust-producing body moving through a fluid. Therefore, the
pressure distribution suggested by the behavior of the boundary
layer, independent of the assumption of thrust production, is in
elegant agreement with the expected hydrodynamics in fish.
This suggests that analysis of the boundary layer may be an
invaluable tool in the investigation of the hydrodynamics of
undulatory swimming.

a body crest is at x=0.44L, there is a pressure maximum (1/6)λ
upstream of the body crest. As these two waveforms progress
down the fish, the faster wave speed of the pressure distribution
causes the pressure maximum to move past the body wave crest.
By the time the body wave crest has reached the peduncle of
the fish, the pressure maximum resides on the rearward-facing

Drag enhancement and drag reduction
Friction drag on swimming fish is higher than rigid-body
friction drag, as predicted by Lighthill (1971). The data in
Table 1 reveal that the friction drag on a swimming dogfish
is 3.6 times the theoretical rigid-body friction drag and 1.9
times the measured rigid-body friction drag. The difference
between these two ratios can be explained by the turbulent
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Fig. 14. Boundary layer development (i.e. uprofiles), transverse body surface velocity, vw, and
local friction coefficients, Cfx, over a swimming
scup showing incipient separation. The u-profiles
shown were observed 5 cm above the center line
of the fish and spanned from the leading edge to
the trailing edge of the body for a chord length,
Lc, of 9 cm. The dashed vertical lines represent the
u=0 axis, where u is the tangential fluid velocity,
for each profile and are positioned at the relative
streamwise position on the fish, x/Lc, of the given
realization. These positions correspond to the
positions at which vw and Cfx were determined.
Velocities within the profiles can be determined
on the basis of the velocity scale bar shown and
the respective u=0 axis – positive to the right,
negative to the left (see Fig. 5A). The decreasing
distance between successive u=0 axes reveals
that the fish was decelerating. The very quiet, or
uniform, flow just outside the boundary layer
shows that this is a still-water trial. y, distance
normal to the body surface.
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boundary layer flow observed over the posterior region of the
rigid dogfish measured in the flume. Our theoretical drag is
calculated assuming laminar flow to compare our measured
drag enhancement with that predicted by Lighthill (1971).
Drag enhancement for the dogfish falls within his predicted
3–5 times. In scup, drag enhancement was observed to be less
pronounced than that observed in the dogfish, and measured
friction drag was calculated to be only 1.5–1.9 times the
theoretical rigid-body drag. Interestingly, the behaviors of
Cfx, Ue and δ for the swimming scup are not dramatically
different from those for the rigid dogfish (Figs 7, 8). This is
reasonable considering that a carangiform swimmer deviates
less from a rigid body than does an anguilliform swimmer
(Breder, 1926).
Fig. 8 reveals that enhanced friction drag can be linked to
boundary layer thinning in both species, thus supporting
the hypothesis of Bone and Lighthill (in Lighthill, 1971).
However, greater values of Ue in the swimming dogfish
compared with the rigid-body case suggest that mean
streamwise acceleration of the near-field is a second,
independent mechanism of enhanced friction drag. While the
hypothesis of Bone and Lighthill requires transverse motion to
operate, any streamwise acceleration of the flow around a body
can result in increased friction drag, regardless of transverse
motion. Of course, there would be no acceleration of the flow
around a fish if the fish were not waving its body, but the
hypothesis of Bone and Lighthill is more closely linked to the
transverse body motion than this second hypothesis. The
streamwise acceleration hypothesis is linked to the mean flow
field arising from a propulsive system that generates thrust over
a significant portion of the body. This would occur whether or
not the body used undulatory propulsion as long as the thrustproducing elements were close to the body surface. A non-

10-1
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Fig. 15. Time series of tangential velocity profiles,
u-profiles, showing incipient separation at x=0.77L,
near the peduncle of a scup swimming at 10 cm s−1
in the flume. Approximately one locomotory cycle
is shown, as revealed by the plot of transverse wall
velocity, vw. Incipient separation occurs most
clearly in the two profiles measured between 0.7
and 0.8 s. The data at the start of the time series,
although they are of poor quality, are attached and
stable. The dashed vertical lines represent the u=0
axis for each profile and are positioned at the times
of the realizations. Velocities within the profiles
can be determined on the basis of the velocity scale
bar shown and the respective u=0 axis – positive to
the right, negative to the left (e.g. Fig. 5A). L, body
length; y, distance normal to the body surface;
Cfx, local friction coefficient; u, fluid velicty
tangential to the body surface.
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Fig. 16. Total coefficients of friction, Cf, versus Reynolds number,
Re, calculated for scup (ⵧ) and dogfish (夽) (Table 1), including the
rigid body case of the dogfish (䊊). Turbulent (T) and laminar (L)
flat-plate total friction coefficients are included.

undulatory example in animal swimming might be the squid,
for example Loligo pealei. This organism propels itself using
a high-velocity jet that exits beneath its arms. The accelerated
flow over the surface of the arms undoubtedly leads to
enhanced friction drag.
It might be argued from the dogfish data at x=0.69L that only
the Bone–Lighthill hypothesis is acting. At this position,
boundary layer thickness over the swimming dogfish is
approximately one-quarter of that over the rigid dogfish
(Fig. 8F), while the local friction on the swimming dogfish is
four times that on the rigid dogfish (Fig. 8B). The linear
approximation τo≈µUe/δ suggests that boundary layer thinning
alone is enough to explain the enhanced friction drag. This
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arguments fails, however, because the boundary layer at
x=0.69L on the rigid dogfish was clearly turbulent, while the
boundary layer on the swimming dogfish at this position
appeared to be laminar for the majority of the time. The shapes
of laminar and turbulent profiles are radically different, and the
approximation τo≈µUe/δ breaks down. The Bone–Lighthill
hypothesis does not include the effects of such differences in
boundary layer condition. Their estimate that boundary layer
thinning can lead to swimming friction drag that is 3–5 times
greater than rigid-body friction drag is made assuming that the
boundary layer flow condition is the same in both the
swimming and rigid-body cases. If the boundary layer on the
rigid dogfish were laminar, rather than turbulent, it would have
been up to 40 % thinner and would have had a lower local
friction. Therefore, the calculated drag enhancement at
x=0.69L would be greater than fourfold, while the boundary
layer thinning would be less than fourfold. Then, by the linear
approximation of τo, the degree of boundary layer thinning
between the rigid and swimming cases would not be enough
to account for the increase in local friction. Furthermore, the
fact that Ue at x=0.69L for the swimming dogfish is 1.6 times
that for the rigid dogfish (Fig. 8D) makes it very difficult to
argue that mean streamwise acceleration has no impact on the
local friction at this position.
In scup, no obvious mean streamwise acceleration of the
near-field flow was observed (Fig. 8C), while friction
increased by a factor of almost 2 between x=0.77L and
x=0.91L. Fig. 8E reveals that boundary layer thickness
decreases by almost 50 % between these two positions, and the
Bone–Lighthill hypothesis can account for the streamwise
increase in local friction. The lack of mean streamwise
acceleration in scup may therefore explain the lower drag
enhancement in scup (Fig. 8A), illustrating a way in which the
carangiform mode of swimming leads to increased efficiency.
Lighthill (1969) details other beneficial aspects of the
carangiform mode. In contrast, anguilliform swimmers use
large-amplitude motions over a significant portion of the body
to accelerate flow (Figs 8D, 12) and produce thrust anterior to
the caudal fin. The price is significantly increased drag
(Figs 8B, 11) and, probably, decreased efficiency.
Drag-reduction mechanisms
The confirmation of enhanced friction drag does not
exclude the possibility that drag-reducing mechanisms are
operating. Two possible mechanisms observed by Taneda and
Tomonari (1974) were suggested in fish boundary layers.
They are form drag reduction by delayed separation and
friction drag reduction by partial or total laminarization. Fish
boundary layers strongly suggested the former effect, which
will be discussed in detail below. As to laminarization, both
laminar and turbulent boundary layer flow were present under
various circumstances. Not surprisingly, turbulent boundary
layers occurred at lower than critical Reynolds numbers in
the flume, but flume turbulence did not prescribe turbulent
boundary layer flow over the whole fish at all times, as has
been suggested by Webb (1975). Even at high Reynolds

numbers, the boundary layer appeared, in some cases, to
oscillate between laminar (in troughs) and turbulent (on
crests) flow, as in the waving plate of Taneda and Tomonari
(1974). These observations reveal that, although fish do not
completely suppress turbulence, there is probably some
stabilization enacted by the body motion, which could lead
to energy savings by some friction drag relief.
The observation of turbulent boundary layer flow in certain
circumstances presents the possibility of yet another dragreducing mechanism – turbulent boundary layer drag reduction
by surface features, such as mucus or riblets. Dermal ridges on
sharks have been shown to act as riblets in the reduction of
turbulent boundary layer drag (Reif, 1982; Bechert et al.,
1985). There is also evidence that the mucus of fish can reduce
turbulent boundary layer drag in the same way that large
polymer additives have been observed to do (Webb and Weihs,
1983). These mechanisms only operate when the boundary
layer is turbulent. Fish would not be expected purposely to
trigger turbulent boundary layer flow to gain drag reduction by
such methods – a laminar boundary layer would be preferable.
Nevertheless, fish may benefit somewhat from such
mechanisms, since their boundary layers do show instances of
being turbulent.
The apparent conflict of suggesting that both drag reduction
and enhanced friction drag occur simultaneously in undulatory
swimming arises from a subtlety in the definition of drag
reduction in undulatory swimming. Drag reduction should not
be thought of simply as an improvement in the swimming state
over the rigid body. By that definition, there is certainly no
friction drag reduction (Figs 7, 8B). More accurately, drag
reduction is an improvement within the realm of the swimming
state. For example, consider the proposed turbulent drag
reduction by dermal ridges, or riblets, in sharks. If riblets lead
to a reduction in drag in sharks, we would expect lower drag
on a live fish compared with that of an identical robotic fish
without riblets swimming with identical kinematics. It would
not make sense to compare the drag on a rigid body, with or
without riblets, with the drag on a swimming fish with riblets.
In the light of the friction drag enhancement confirmed by our
observations, it is likely that the swimming fish, even with
riblets, would have a higher drag. The decision of whether or
not drag reduction is present really has nothing to do with
the stretched-straight case unless gliding phases are being
investigated, as in the investigation of burst-and-coast
swimming by Weihs (1974). For this same reason, even the
term ‘drag enhancement’ needs to be used carefully. In general,
fast-swimming fish and cetaceans need to undulate some
portion of their bodies in order to swim, and the rigid-body
state is not an option. Hydrodynamic optimization must be
viewed within this constraint.
No separation of flow was observed in scup or dogfish.
Separation of flow is the result of momentum losses, or
decelerations, that eventually prevent the continued
streamwise progress of the boundary layer fluid along the body
surface. These losses in momentum are generally due to
pressure gradients working against the fluid motion. Such
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pressure gradients are referred to as adverse. Boundary layer
profiles from the caudal fin of a swimming scup revealed
attached flow. Similarly, Taneda and Tomonari (1974)
observed that the flow on a waving plate remained attached to
the trailing edge. They hypothesized that acceleration of flow,
which they observed along the waving plate, explained the
prevention of separation observed. Such acceleration is
evidence of a favorable, mean streamwise pressure gradient,
opposite to that which would result in flow separation. The
mean streamwise acceleration we have observed in dogfish
suggests the same stabilization process. The similarity between
the dogfish and the waving plate of Taneda and Tomonari
(1974) is reasonable since the plate was operated in a
swimming mode similar to the anguilliform mode.
In scup, although no obvious mean streamwise acceleration
was observed, the fact that no significant mean deceleration
of the near-field and boundary layer flow occurred may
explain why no separation was observed. Momentum is
certainly being removed at the fish surface by friction and,
since the flow over the fish does not decelerate, the addition
of some potentially stabilizing momentum is sustaining the
relatively constant streamwise flow over the fish. It is also
possible that an oscillatory effect similar to the enhanced
friction hypothesis of Lighthill and Bone is operating. If the
diffusion of momentum out of the boundary layer as the fish
surface cycles from crest to trough is slower than the
production of momentum as the surface is thrust into the
fluid, then there will be a net increase in boundary layer
momentum. Boundary layer profiles signaling incipient
separation were always observed during the crest-to-trough
motion and were apparently stabilized as the surface moved
from trough to crest.
The occasional appearance of incipient separation and
subsequent stabilization may be evidence of complex flow
manipulation on the part of the fish, which may be used to
optimize the ratio of thrust to drag. Avoiding separation, a fish
essentially eliminates form drag and increases the effectiveness
of the caudal fin in thrust production. At the same time, more
‘strongly attached’ boundary layers mean higher wall shear
stress and therefore increased friction drag. Perhaps fish tune
their swimming movements to take advantage of the lowered
shear stress of a nearly separating boundary layer, while
simultaneously benefiting from the reduced form drag and
increased lift of fully attached flow. The inflected boundary
layer profiles observed may be an example of the fish ‘pushing
the envelope’ and, as the time sequence implies, the fish
quickly corrects back towards the attached state. Fig. 7 reveals
that drag enhancement in scup is significantly less than in the
dogfish. The lower drag may be the result of the proposed
optimization, since inflected boundary layers were more often
observed in the carangiform scup. However, the data from the
dogfish may not have been sufficiently near the tail to test for
the phenomenon.
Another explanation for the appearance of inflected profiles
is some disturbance in the flow, but in this case one might have
expected to see inflected boundary layers on both fish at several
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different positions. Instead, inflected profiles, with the
exception of the single case in the dogfish, occurred near
trailing edges. Regardless of the origin of the inflected profiles,
it follows from the suggested correction mechanism that fish
are able to sense near-wall hydrodynamic variables, such as
shear and pressure, and quickly adjust muscular control of
swimming motions to optimize efficiency. For many years, it
has been suggested that the neuromasts of the fish lateral line
system are capable of just such flow sensing (Coombs and
Montgomery, 1999).
The boundary layer of swimming fish suggests a favorable
trade-off between thrust production, separation control and
friction drag in undulatory swimming. The similarity between
our data and those of Taneda and Tomonari (1974) on a waving
plate lends weight to numerical and experimental studies
focusing on this simplified geometry. Perhaps small variations
in swimming parameters would require higher shear profiles to
ensure attachment or lead to changes in the duration of laminar
periods in the boundary layer oscillation, thereby increasing or
decreasing friction drag. Simultaneous effects on form drag
and thrust production would doubtlessly occur in this highly
non-linear system. It should be noted that ‘optimum’ is not
necessarily synonymous with efficient, since issues, such as
escape, may be equally important. Knowledge of the boundary
layer brings us closer to answering an important question
regarding optimization in undulatory locomotion: what slight
perturbations of fish swimming motions lead to a more or less
advantageous locomotory mechanism?
Two-dimensional analysis of a three-dimensional
phenomenon
As mentioned in the Introduction, three-dimensional
boundary layers have a third component profile, the w-profile,
at a tangent to the body surface and transverse to the
streamwise direction. This component is often referred to as
the cross-flow component of the boundary layer. The crossflow component certainly exists over the surface of undulatory
swimmers in the light of the three-dimensionality of their
bodies and locomotory movements. Occasional difficulties in
matching the particles of an image pair, especially at the trough
phase of the body surface, suggested cross-flow and possibly
transverse separation. Wolfgang et al. (1999) present
numerical evidence that flow over the majority of a laterally
compressed fish is highly two-dimensional. Three-dimensional
effects become important along the dorsal and ventral edges.
Three-dimensional flow, however, is not as important to the
determination of streamwise skin friction, since it is the
tangential profile in the streamwise direction that determines
the streamwise component of wall shear stress. Wall shear
stress due to cross-flows does not contribute to the rearward
friction drag, but cross-flows do have the potential to affect
swimming performance in a variety of ways. First, in all
undulatory locomotion, wall shear stress associated with crossflow would resist transverse motions of the body, stealing
energy from the muscles. This is in addition to any form drag
or induced drag due to possible transverse separation of the
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boundary layer as cross-flows move around the oscillating
body segments. Second, the distribution of cross-flow wall
shear stress over the animal could result in a net force in the
cross-stream direction – dorso-ventral for fish and lateral for
cetaceans. This effect would not be expected to occur in
cetaceans because of symmetry with respect to the plane in
which undulatory motion takes place.

Cfx
dA
Df
Dft
f
l
L

Power to overcome friction drag
Friction drag was used to estimate minimum power output
during swimming. Our calculation of the power per unit
muscle mass necessary to overcome friction drag for a scup
swimming at 30 cm s−1 at a temperature of 23 °C is 0.6 W kg−1
(Table 1). Rome et al. (2000) measured the power for excised
scup red muscle driven according to in vivo strains and
stimulation patterns measured in fish swimming at 30 cm s−1
to be 1–9 W kg−1 at 10 °C. It should be noted that, at this low
swimming speed, scup tend to include occasional pectoral fin
strokes in their swimming pattern. This increases the
available muscle mass, decreasing the calculated power
requirement per unit muscle mass that we report.
Furthermore, Rome and Swank (1992) observed maximum
power output by scup red muscle to more than double as
temperature increased from 10 to 20 °C. This suggests that
our calculation of 0.6 W kg−1, at 23.3 °C, is only a fraction of
the available muscle power.
Friction drag is only part of the total hydrodynamic drag
acting on the scup, and the power required to overcome friction
drag should be only a fraction of muscle output capabilities.
Of course, before the power required to overcome total drag
can be calculated, transverse separation and induced drag must
be more thoroughly researched, and friction from flow over the
fins and through the gills must be considered (Webb, 1975). It
is hard to imagine, however, that these effects could increase
power requirements by more than an order of magnitude,
which would be necessary to place them above the upper limit
of available muscle power.
The analysis of drag, thrust, power and pressure distribution
from the measurements of the flow around a swimming fish
is an attractive alternative to hydrodynamic models. The
application of existing hydrodynamic models to real fish
shapes is limited, and it is difficult to incorporate the effects
of complex locomotory patterns. Not only do experimental
studies avoid such difficulties but they are also necessary to
validate existing theory. In this way, high-resolution flow
visualization, which has enabled us to quantify flow as close
as 0.1 mm to the body of a swimming fish, promises a new
perspective on the mechanisms of undulatory locomotion and
opens a door to much-needed comparative studies.

A
c
Cf
Cft

List of symbols
total wetted surface area of the body
body wave speed
coefficient of friction
theoretical friction drag coefficient

L
Lc
M
Re
Rex
S
t
T
T
Ts
u
u+
u*
U
Ue
v
vw
Ve
Vp
Vs
w
x
y
y+
δ
∆t
θ
λ
µ

ν

ρ
φ
τo

local coefficient of friction
incremental area on the body surface
total skin friction
theoretical rigid-body friction drag
frequency of the body wave
streamwise dimension of the field of view of the particleimaging camera
designates a curve representing friction on a flat plate with
a laminar boundary layer
body length
streamwise chord length
total wet mass of fish
Reynolds number based on body length
length Reynolds number, i.e. based on x
the function describing the body surface
unit tangent vector of the body surface
designates a curve representing friction on a flat plate with
a turbulent boundary layer
temperature
effective period of data sampling for time-averaged
profiles
fluid velocity tangential to the body surface
non-dimensionalized tangential velocity
friction velocity
swimming speed
tangential fluid velocity at the outer edge of the boundary
layer
fluid velocity normal to the body surface
transverse velocity of the body surface
normal fluid velocity at the outer edge of the boundary
layer
velocity of a particle in camera pixel coordinates
velocity of body surface in camera pixel coordinates
cross-stream fluid velocity tangential to the body surface
streamwise position on the body measured from the
leading edge
distance normal from the body surface
non-dimensionalized normal distance
boundary layer thickness
time between laser pulses/exposures of the flow
angle between the body surface tangent and swimming
direction
wavelength of the body wave
dynamic viscosity
kinematic viscosity
fluid density
body phase
wall shear stress
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